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Julie Parisi Kirby's debut album, In Her Dream, brings to the fore her extraordinary voice, 

as warm and strong as oak, in songs of joy and beauty, peace and family, passion and 

compassion. Anchored and uni ied by her own compositions, the collection transports us 

through darkness and light to a place of love and warmth.

In Her Dream features original songs by Julie and by T.G. Vanini, a beautiful peace song by 

Karen Beth and two traditional folk songs. Julie is joined on this album by T.G. Vanini on 

harmony vocals, piano and violin, Jude Roberts on harmony vocals and guitar, Steve 

Massardo on guitar, Abby Newton on cello, Lou Pappas on bass and Jon Garelick on 

mandolin and octave mandolin.  In Her Dream was recorded and co-produced by Julie 

Last at Cold Brook Productions.

Julie has been singing all her life in a variety of styles including folk, pop, early 

Renaissance, and Celtic traditional.  Based in Woodstock, NY,  Julie has sung with T.G. 

Vanini in The Princes of  Serendip for over 19 years.  She has performed with David Ross 

Mason, Bar Scott, Amy Fradon, Prana, Spatter the Mud, Jude Roberts and Woodstock 

Renaissance.  

1. Fire ly Song  (03:14)  

magical evocation of a summer night

2. If You Were Here  (03:38)

tender, passionate song of love & longing

3. World That's Safe  (03:11)

high-energy call for an end to war

4. The Long Twilight  (05:18)

autumnal song of parting

5. Moonbeam Memory  (03:26)  

sentimental & upbeat

6. My Old Home  (02:49)

nostalgic song of loss & redemption set to interweaving piano and guitar

7. Nonna  (03:42)

a beautiful string arrangement underlies this celebration of a grandmother

8. One World  (04:10)

heartfelt song of peace & unity

9. Laughter of the Babe  (03:09)

rousing, inspiring song of hope

10. When I Was a Fair Maid  (03:32)

lively traditional song

11. In Her Dream  (03:25)

passionate dream of coming together to listen & sing

12. Christopher O’Rordan  (03:47)

a T.G. Vanini original that feels like a traditional folk ballad

13. Sweet Bane Dark Delight  (03:40)

mysterious, dramatic and dreamlike

14. Everything You See  (03:18)

chant for the rainforests upheld by thunderstorms and forest sounds

15. Lord Franklin  (03:59)

moving traditional ballad

16. Love on the Breeze  (01:56)

song of loss accompanied by cello & violin

17. What Have You Done?  (02:25)

an intense lament with stark chord progressions

18. Every Day We Sail Around the World  (03:05)

original sea shanty for the voyage to peace

19. The Piper in His Feather Coat  (00:50)

a cappella and brief, a lone bird sings in the dawn

In Her Dream     

Genre: Folk, Singer/Songwriter

UPC: 700261707716    

“…When I put it on my CD player, it seemed the room brightened and my sad spirits lifted....For Julie, both the past 

and the future co-exist with the present and she writes seamlessly and beautifully about all three.”  Tom Pacheco

Recommended Tracks 1, 5, 10, 12
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